
 

Scientists find worms that recently evolved
the ability to regrow a complete head
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Ribbonworm (Tubulanus sexlineatus) re-growing a head, seen as the lighter
pigmented section on the left. Credit: Terra C. Hiebert

An international group of researchers including biologists from the
University of Maryland found that at least four species of marine ribbon
worms independently evolved the ability to regrow a head after
amputation.
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Regeneration of amputated body parts is uncommon but does exist
throughout the animal world—from salamanders, spiders and sea stars
that can regrow appendages to a species of ribbon worm that can
regenerate an entire individual from just a small sliver of tissue. But
regenerative abilities were broadly assumed to be an ancient trait that
some species managed to hold on to while most others lost through
evolution.

This new study, which was published in the March 6, 2019 issue of 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B, turns that assumption on its head. In a
survey of 35 species of marine ribbon worms, the researchers found that
the ability to regenerate an entire head, including a brain, evolved
relatively recently in four different species.

"This means that when we compare animal groups we cannot assume
that similarities in their ability to regenerate are old and reflect shared
ancestry," said Alexandra Bely, associate professor of biology at UMD
and one of the study's authors. "We need to be more careful when
comparing regeneration findings across different groups of animals."

All animals have some degree of regenerative ability. Even humans re-
grow damaged skin over a wound. However, animal lineages that
diverged very early in evolutionary history—such as sponges, hydroids
and ctenophores—are often able to regrow entire individuals from even
small amputated parts. As animals evolved greater complexity,
regenerative abilities have become less dramatic and common.

Estimating where and when changes in regenerative abilities occurred on
the tree of life is fundamental to understanding how regeneration evolves
and what factors influence the trait. Until now, scientific understanding
of how regeneration evolved was based solely on studies of animals that
lost regenerative abilities. That's because all known gains in regenerative
ability occurred too far in the distant past for comparative studies.
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This new research presents the clearest documentation of animals
gaining regenerative abilities and could shed light on the characteristics
necessary for the trait to evolve.

To conduct the study, the researchers collected ribbon worms along
coasts of the U.S., Argentina, Spain and New Zealand from 2012 to
2014. They performed regeneration experiments on 22 species, bisecting
them front to back and observing their ability to regenerate. They also
obtained information on 13 other marine ribbon worm species from
previous studies.

All of the species were able to restore themselves to complete
individuals by re-growing back ends. Only eight species were able to
regrow their heads and restore an entire individual from just the back
portion of the body. Four of these were known from previous studies
and four were new.

More surprising than the number of ribbon worms that could re-grow
heads was that the majority of them could not. Studies from the 1930s of
the ribbon worm Lineus sanguineus showed it to be a champion of
animal regeneration with the ability to regrow a whole body and head
successfully from the equivalent of just one two-hundred-thousandths of
an individual (that's like re-growing a 150-pound person from just 0.012
ounces of tissue or roughly 1/16th of a teaspoon). That example saddled
the entire phylum of marine ribbon worms (known as Nemertea) with a
reputation for being super regenerators.

The natural assumption was that it was an ancient trait passed down from
a common ancestor that some ribbon worms began to lose as species
diverged. However, with their survey of 35 species, the researchers
reconstructed the evolutionary pattern of regeneration across the phylum
and found it to be a more recently evolved ability, even among super
regenerators like Lineus sanguineus.
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"The ancestor of this group of worms is inferred to have been unable to
regenerate a head, but four separate groups subsequently evolved the
ability to do so," Bely said. "One of these origins is inferred to have
occurred just 10 to 15 million years ago."

In evolutionary terms, that's recent history given that regenerative
abilities are thought to have first evolved before the Cambrian Period
more than 500 million years ago.

Opportunities to study gains in regenerative abilities can greatly improve
scientists' understanding of the developmental strategies that enable and
enhance regeneration. For example, some of the non-head regenerating
worms in the study survived months without heads. That could indicate a
possible precursor to evolving the ability to regenerate a head, because
surviving an amputation long enough for regeneration might be the first
evolutionary step.

"These species that have recently evolved head regeneration will make
for excellent models for studying the emergence of new regeneration
abilities in animals," Bely said. "We can now ask such questions as what
changes in molecular processes led to novel head regeneration ability."

  More information: Eduardo E. Zattara et al, A phylum-wide survey
reveals multiple independent gains of head regeneration in Nemertea, 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2019). DOI:
10.1098/rspb.2018.2524
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